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1. introduction

the netti grandis angle adjustable leg 
support is developed providing long term 
wheelchair users the optimal leg support 
and also easy handling of the leg support for 
user and attendants. 

the leg supports can be adjusted in a multi-
tude of ways allowing individual configura-
tions and adjustments.

the handling of the netti grandis angle 
adjustable leg support is developed to be 
intuitive and light. Knowing that the leg sup-
ports are the most handled components of 
the wheelchair, we have taken great care to 
make the handling easy. 

please study this manual to get the informa-
tion of how to do the adjustments and how 
to operate the leg support in daily use.

the netti grandis angle adjustable leg support 

important beneFits

n  the leg supports will help the user to get 
and keep a good sitting position with 
good pressure distribution. 

n  the user will have less discomfort with 
correct adjusted leg supports.

n  tilt and recline functions can be used 
without the legs loosing contact with the 
leg supports due to the functional pivot 
centre being aligned with the knee joint.

n  the netti grandis angle adjustable leg 
supports are slim to give extra space for 
legs and feet.

n  they can be adjusted from vertical to 
more than horizontal angle. 

n  scales on several adjustment features 
make it easy to define and register the 
user configuration.

n  they are well rounded with no sharp 
edges.

n  the angle adjustable leg supports gran-
dis are light weighted.

n  they have easy to operate locks securing 
extra stability in use.
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leg support knee pivot cover
leg support lock

leg support bolt
leg support knee upholstery

calf support plate
calf supports arm

angle adjustable arm

angle adjustabel lock

angle adjustable limiter
lifting handle

Height adjustment screw
ankle hugger bracket
Foot plate angle adjustment

Foot plate depth adjustment

Foot plate

Foot plate lock

  info@solidworks.com

How to use tHis manual

this manual focuses on the adjustments 
and use of the netti grandis angle adjust-
able leg support. It is to be used together 
with the user manual of the wheelchair 
where they are installed, for general infor-
mation.

the user manual for relevant netti comfort 
wheelchairs models contains all necessary 
information about mounting, adjustments 
and use of the static wheelchair parts.

netti grandis angle  
adjustable leg support
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2. adjusting tHe 
netti grandis an-
gle adjustable 
leg support to tHe 
user          
to achieve the best support and also the 
most easy handling it is vital to do the 
proper and accurate first time seating 
adjustments. 

Initial adjustments
start with normal relaxed seating position.
the aim is to have the centre of the users 
knee joint aligned with the centre of the 
leg support knee rotation centre - while 
the user at the same time is having good 
back support of his lower back - even 
when the leg support angle is changed. 
with this in mind start with:

seat deptH adjustments =  
 balancing tHe cHair
It is vital to adjust the seat depth correct.       
adjustments to the seat depth change 
the centre of gravity which effects the 
balance of the wheelchair. centre of grav-
ity too far back= the wheelchair tips eas-
ily backwards. centre of gravity too much 
forwards brings too much weight to the 
front castors and it is very heavy to drive 
and steer the wheelchair. proper adjusted 
seat provide stability and good manoeu-
vrability of the wheelchair. 
correct seat depth:
loosen the Velcro straps of the back sup-
port. check that the user is getting into 
the chair firmly. adjust the back support 
by pulling the straps of the Velcro. the 
knees of the user should align with the 
joint of the leg support both in height and 
in depth - with 2 finger widths distance 
between seat of the users leg. 

the seat depth can be adjusted. chair-back hinge can be repositioned to adjust 
seat depth backwards. extension pieces allow for increasing the seat depth in the 
front. consider the wheelchair balance. see further information to seat depth ad-
justment on the next page and in wheelchair user manuals.

      F
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seat deptH adjustments 
in tHe bacK:
by moving the back brackets 
followed by adjusting the back 
cylinder head. when the chair is 
equipped with a main wheel larger 
than 16” remove the main wheels 
first. then remove the screws on 
each side which are holding the 
back hinge. pull the bracket on 
each side back or push them for-
ward to desired position before the 
screws are fixed again.

adjusting on netti 4u: remove the 
bolt holding the recline cylinder 
head and reposition it in the corre-
sponding number hole as the previ-
ously adjusted chair back bracket. 
this will also have influence on 
the chair back angle.

by choosing another hole you 
can change the angle of the
back support which means that  
the back angle or hip angle will    
be more open or more closed.

seat deptH adjustments 
in tHe Front:
are done by adjusting the extension 
pieces where the leg supports are 
mounted. the extension pieces are 
adjusted by removing the screws 
holding them and then pulling the 
extension pieces out to desired 
position. 
the aim is to have the centre of 
the users knee joint aligned with 
the centre of the leg support knee 
pivot centre - while the user at the 
same time is having good back 
support of his lower back - also 
when the leg support angle is 
changed.
always do seat depth adjustment 
both in front and back to balance 
the chair.

  info@solidworks.com

  info@solidworks.com
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seat angle adjustment:
the seat angle can be adjusted at any 
time by the use of the tilt handles.

seat HeigHt adjustment:
•	 The	seat	height	must	always	be	seen	
together with the leg support length. 
please find the description of seat height 
adjustment in the wheelchair manual.   
•	 The	leg	support	length	must	be	ad-
justed to fit the user lower leg length. 
the seat height must be adjusted to 
have 20-30 mm minimum distance be-
tween foot boards and the floor when 
the leg supports have correct length.

Foot board HeigHt 
adjustments
adjust the length of the leg 
support according to the 
leg length F (pg. 5) mea-
sured by 90° bent knee - 
measured from underside 
thigh to underside of shoe heel.

loosen the screw holding 
the vertical inner aluminum 
profil - 2 turns - and pull or 
push to desired length. Do    
not unscrew completely to 
avoid tricky mounting. 
tighten well at desired height.

make sure there are minimum 20-
30 mm free space under the foot 
plates to go clear floor obstacles - 
minimum 30-40 mm when driving 
outside.
a scale on the inside of the inner 
vertical aluminum profile allows 
easy height registration and equal 
adjustment on both leg supports. 

an angle limiter on the outer 
leg support profile can be moved 
to adjust the most downward an-
gel the user shall get. loosen the 
screw and push the limiter to de-
sired position before tighteneing. 

  info@solidworks.com
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calF support HeigHt 

adjustment 

loosen the screw on the inside of 
the calf support arm and push the 
calf support to a height where the 
calf gets most support. they should 
in addition to supporting the calf, 
also help prevent the feet sliding 
backwards from the footboard.

calF support deptH  
adjustement 

loosen the screw holding the calf 
support pad on the side and adjust 
the depth.
position the calf pad backwards or 
forwards till it barely touches the 
user’s calf with his/her feet resting 
on the footboard. 
the feet should stay on the middle 
of the footboard giving most sup-
port to the feet.

calF support deptH 
scale
on the calf support arm there is a 
scale that makes it easy to register 
and to adjust both calf supports to 
the same depth.
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calF support rotation

the calf support rotation limiter 
allows for the calf support to fol-
low the calf without unintention-
ally rotating too far.

calF support 

upHolstery

the thin and ergonomically 
shaped calf support pads allows 
for maximum free space for the 
legs and calfs. 
there are calf support upholstery 
pads available as accessory when 
required. 

Knee 

upHolstery
netti grandis leg support can 
be equipped with pu soft pads 
for knee pivot joint and knee up-
holstery.
the soft knee pivot joint pad is 
clipped to the leg support.
the soft knee pu upholstery pad 
is fixed to the vertical leg support 
profile by 2 screws fixing to the 2 
square nuts sliding in the vertical 
profile.
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Foot plate angle  
adjustments 

loosen the 2 screws on the out-
side of the foot plate bracket and 
tilt the foot plate to desired  
angle. tighten well. the foot plate 
shall give stable support to the 
hole foot of the user. if you need 
to tilt in opposite direction: un-
screw the 2 screws and move the 
nuts in the backside to the other 
2 holes available and fix the 
screws again. this will give 
a nega-
tive foot plate tilt.  

Foot plate deptH 

adjustments 

unscrew the 2 screws for 
foot plate angle adjustment
and remove the complete
foot plate from the bracket. 

loosen the 2 inner screws now 
visible on the foot plate bracket 
and move the foot plate forwards 
or backwards to required depth.
tighten the screws and mount the 
foot plate back to the bracket it 
was fixed to before. +/- 30 mm on 
each foot plate is available.

positioning tHe Foot 
plate locK

if you have adjusted the foot plate 
depth, or have adjusted the leg 
support extensions pieces to dif-
ferent depths, the foot plate lock 
needs to be repositioned. 
the foot plate lock and the foot 
plate lock bolt has to align with 
the centre line between the 2 
footplate brackets.
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Foot plate locK

the foot plate lock is mounted with   
2 screws to the foot plate. 

the centre of the lock must be 
aligned with the centre line here 
marked red dotted.

dependent on where the lock is 
mounted, the lock pin must be ad-
justed in the length. the front button 
of the pin shall be positioned just 
behind the foot plate front. 
unscrew the screw holding the pin 
and adjust the length. 
Fix the screw tightly - the screw hits 
a screw hole when you can see 
one hole on each side of 
bracket where the screw sits. 
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  info@solidworks.com

anKle Huggers and sHoe 
sHells

helps to keep the feet on the leg support 
not letting them slide of the foot plate.

the ankle huggers are mounted to the 
foot plates, fixing the ankle hugger brackets 
88658 on the underside of the foot plate - 
in the profile slots.

Mounting ankle hugger brackets to the right 

foot plate: insert square nut into slot and fix the 
bracket as shown:

Mounting ankle hug-

ger 

brackets to 

the left foot plate:

remove the plastic 
end-cover on the left 
foot plate to get 
access to the slot 
for the square nut.
insert nut and fix 
the brackets as 
shown on drawing.
replace the end-cover.

ankle hugger 
to be threaded 
as shown in 
drawing.

  info@solidworks.com

  info@solidworks.com

  info@solidworks.com

1

2

3

ankle hugger 
brackets 88658 
- 2 pc for each 
foot plate.
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Lifting HandLe 

You can adjust the height of the lift-
ing handle by losing the screw at the 
inside of the leg support. 
 
adjust the handle to the maximum 
downwards in case the user has a 
lower leg length between 46 – 64 
cm. 
 
 adjust the handle to the maximum 
upwards in case the user  has a lower 
leg length between 36 – 46 cm. 

extension piece   
adjustments  

at the extension pieces are two areas 
where you can  adjust the exact leg 
support connectivity:

Leg support Lock

at the front end you will find a cylin-
der you need to adjust to assure the 
lock of the leg support in the exten-
sion piece conical socket. 

use an allen key no. 3 to screw the 
bolt of the cylinder at the bottom 
side (see x in picture) to the most 
upwards position.  

test the lock function by inserting 
the leg support to the extension 
piece and swing the leg support in-
wards. if you can hear a “click” and 
the leg support cannot be moved, 
the leg support  is locked. if not, 
please adjust the screw until the lock 
function is working properly. 
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extension piece   
adjustments ii -  
Leg support fitting 

inside of both extension pieces there 
are 2 set screws. With an allen key 
no. 2,5 you can adjust the play of 
the leg support. By doing this, the 
screws will move outwards of the 
thread. adjust them both to a posi-
tion where the leg support will have 
no side movement when the leg sup-
port is locked in the  conical exten-
sion piece.  
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3. eVeryday use oF 

netti grandis angle 

adjustable leg supports

mount tHe leg   
supports 
to the wheelchair by inserting the 
leg support bolt into the conic 
shaped holder on the wheelchair. 
it clicks into position and is fixed. 

remove the leg support by grip-
ping through the round red  
release lock handle and lift the leg 
support straight up.

with the foot plates folded up, 
there is free space for transfers.

the foot plates folds down from 
the left and are locked to each 
other with the foot plate lock;  
this gives a sturdy platform for the 
feet.
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operating tHe Foot 
plate locK

the one hand foot plate lock is operat-
ed by pushing the lock button with the 
right hand thumb while holding under 
the foot plate with the other fingers.

the right foot plates unlocks and can 
be folded up while you can use your 
left hand to lift the right leg of the user.

the foot plates also locks into upright  
position.

the leg supports can swing   
90 degrees outwards and gives free 
space without being removed. simply 
pull the leg support lock - the red cicu-
lar grip - and swing the leg support 
outwards. it clicks into lock when you 
swing in back to forward direction.
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leg supports angle 
adjustments

the one hand angle lock on 
the side of the leg supports is 
opened by turning it forwards 
as shown. 

it will stay in this position and 
you are free to swing the leg 
support to required angle be-
fore you push the lock and it 
clicks into firmly held position.

on the outer aluminium pro-
file there is a scale that shows 
which leg support angle you 
have chosen.

the leg support angle is locked 
when the lock handle is parallel 
to the aluminium profile.
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4. transport

wheelchairs with netti grandis angle 
adjustable leg supports can be used as 
seat in a car if the wheelchair itself has 
been tested and approved to iso 7176-
19. please follow the description for fix-
ing the chair and the user as described 
in the user manual for the wheelchair. 

the netti grandis leg support has to be 
locked when the wheelchair is used as a 
seat in a car.

never lift the wheelchair holding on to 
the leg supports.

driVing a wHeelcHair
pay attention not to hit into obstacles 
with the wheelchair and the leg supports 
as this may harm and hurt the user. it 
may also damage the wheelchair and the 
leg supports. 

5. maintenance

Follow the wheelchair maintenance 
description in the wheelchair User 
Manual and pay special attention to 
tightening all screws and inspecting all 
joints regularly. 

6. trouble-
sHooting

please study the recommendations in 
the user manual for the netti wheel-
chairs where the netti grandis angle 
adjustable leg support are used. 
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7. tests &         
warranty

the guarantee claims stated in the 
user manual for the wheelchair also 
applies for netti grandis angle adjust-
able leg support. 

contact your local dealer if you have 
questions regarding netti grandis 
angle adjustable leg support or other 
netti products. 

updated data about the wheelchairs 
and accessories are found on  
www.my-netti.com
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